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Community of Christ, a divine name given, discovering new, old ways of being, creating loving communities of welcome, living God’s future yet to be.

Grant us courage to become a signal community, to discern it’s fuller meaning, and to live life fully as a sacred gift. Slowing down, and seeing clearly, We are encountering others with vulnerability, creating sanctuaries of Christ’s peace.

Help us be more fully awake, embracing moments of possibility. A momentary glance or chance encounter may reveal a sea of loneliness. So who will risk words of affirmation, and acknowledge our shared humanity?

Surprised by glimpses of what could be, Help us risk the invitation to loving community.

Community of Christ, a divine name given, discovering new, old ways of being, Creating loving communities of welcome, Living God’s future yet to be.

Help us remember our sacred story, And lean into revelation’s light. Sensing the deepest of holy yearnings. For Zion, Shalom, a covenant of peace, will we now risk something new? Or will we withdraw in the shadows of our fear? Assurance has already been given, Illuminating a path to God’s future here.

The poor, displaced, mistreated, and diseased, seek a voice and yearn for a reason to hope.
It’s time to redefine loving community.
Stop doing church and it expands its scope.
Suffering is not the will of God,
nor is a world void of hope.

The earth’s people wait in eager expectation,
for divine love in human form.

Community of Christ, a divine name given,
discovering new, old ways of being,
Creating loving communities of welcome,
Living God’s future yet to be.